
Pediatric Simulation Offerings
The Augusta University Interdisciplinary Simulation
Center recently expanded its pediatric simulation
offerings.  These new educational tools represent the
latest in cutting edge human patient simulation including
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Office of the Vice Provost for Instruction
A note from the Vice Provost
Dear Colleagues,
 
Greetings on this first day of August. It has been a productive summer in
the Division as we have persisted in our commitment to the notion that
Teaching Matters. Whether the instruction occurred in a Poverty Simulation
led by our Area Health Education Center, with Nurses in the
Interprofessional Simulation Center in Harrison Commons, with our CURS
collaborations, with our Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Scholars, or
with faculty members developing experiential courses with the support of
Education Innovation Grants, the work we support is grounded in the belief
that teaching always matters.
 
It is in this spirit that I seek the participation of our faculty and staff in one of three Advisory
Committees, all of which share in a commitment to making a difference with our students.  Deans
have already been alerted to this call for participation. I hope you will offer your name to one of
them, or to me directly, before the September 1, 2019 deadline.  The Advisory Committees about
which I speak include the following:

Instructional Innovation: Addressing instruction design that supports student learning
Student Success: Investigating academic and co-curricular initiatives that support student
success
High Impact Practices: Advising on matters related to the first-year experience, on
undergraduate research, in experiential learning, etc. 

There is a need for faculty and staff to make a difference and in these advisory committees there is
a way.  Please consider being a part of one of these exciting committees. 
 
And, in the meantime, enjoy the stories found in today’s newsletter.  Every day, and every time, we
in this Division know we are making a difference; and, we choose to be a positive force for our
students, our patients, our Augusta University and our community.
 
Sincerely,
 
Zach Kelehear
 

Innovation Updates

http://auginstruction.us.newsweaver.com/1thdod2jd7/1asi3q3jfnleaxbjo0x69u?a=1&p=1248014&t=557282


mannequins that blink, breathe, have pulses, and can
react to students interventions in real time. 
 

Why work with the Center for
Instructional Innovation?
The purpose of the Center for Instructional Innovation is
to support faculty members as they reflect on ways that
their courses might impact student learning.  In that
reflective space, we want to inspire and empower
faculty members as they create remarkable, memorable
learning experiences for our students.

AHEC in Action
The Georgia Statewide Area Health Education Centers
(AHEC) and the SOWEGA-AHEC (located in Albany,
GA) hosted Special Guests in the Albany AHEC Office &
at the Georgia Farmworker Health Projects (Valdosta &
Moultrie).  These guests were invited to see first hand
what AHECs do in Georgia, and the tremendous
Farmworker projects we partner with in the southern
parts of the state. 
 

Pathway to Med School program
finds its way to MCG
The Georgia Statewide Area Health Education
Centers (AHEC) which covers 38 counties like
Echols and Coffee counties, had 15 college
students here for a tour as part of their
Pathway to Med School program.

Reducing Health Disparities In A
Vulnerable Population
The Greenblatt Library, in partnership with the
Institute for Public and Preventive Health
(IPPH), is conducting a National Library of
Medicine Information Resource Grant to
Reduce Health Disparities.
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Student News

Students Research at
SRS
Augusta University students
who have interned at the
Savannah River National Lab
this summer had their research
showcase on July 24th.
 
 

Read more »

Whats Happening in
Student Success?
Orientation and new students
are the words of the summer for
our group!  We are all
participating in the Jaguar
Market to welcome new students
to campus. 
 

Read more »

Connecting with
New Students
Reese Library has been
busy this summer hosting
students for the Freshman
Orientation and Jaguar
Market sessions. 
 
 

Read more »

CURS student visits Princeton
University
Brooklyn Zwinklis, a sophomore CURS
Summer Scholar and Honors Program student,
spent almost two weeks visiting collaborators
at Princeton University with her research
mentor Dr. Ellen LeMosy of the Department of
Cellular Biology and Anatomy. 

Honors Program welcomes
largest class
The honors program will welcome its largest
ever new class for fall 2019.  As of July 11, we
have registered 128 new students for honors
classes.  The program projects to have 310
honors students enrolled in the fall, the largest
in its 23-year history.

Mark Your Calendar

International Education Week Dream Jobs Redefined
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Want to work at Augusta National for Masters Week
2020
Interested in working a hospitality or security position at Augusta
National for Masters Week 2020?  Attend this specific information
session, exclusively for Augusta University students, faculty and staff.
 
Monday, September 23 | JSAC Ballroom, Summerville campus |
1pm and 4pm information sessions

Professional Community Education
Upcoming Events
Check out the new Professional & Community
Education opportunities coming up.

The Study Abroad office is in the process of
scheduling events that would be part of
International Education Week 2019 (November
4- 8th).

Back by popular demand, Mitch Mathews is
returning to campus to kick off fall term with his
keynote message “Dream Jobs Redefined.”  
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Pediatric Simulation Offerings
The Augusta University Interdisciplinary Simulation Center
recently expanded its pediatric simulation offerings.  These new
educational tools represent the latest in cutting edge human
patient simulation including mannequins that blink, breathe, have
pulses, and can react to students interventions in real time. 
These new simulators include a premature infant simulator
(Premature Anne), newborn simulator (Sim NewB), and an infant
simulator (Sim Baby, approximately 6 months old).  The three new
acquisitions bring the ISC’s pediatric simulation capacity to eight,
including an additional four high-fidelity child simulators
(PediaSim), and one toddler simulator (Baby Sim). 
 
Pediatric faculty across the health sciences are already leveraging this new technology to provide
innovative training to learners at all levels, from pre-health sciences students to medical fellows. 
Additionally, the portable nature of these smaller simulators is particularly conducive to in-situ
simulation, or simulation conducted in the real healthcare environment, providing unique fidelity and
the opportunity to provide training to the whole patient care team.  The realistic functionality and the
diversity of patient age provided is critically important in training for pediatric patient care as the
different age groups come with different requirements and challenges for healthcare providers. 
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Why work with the Center for Instructional Innovation?
The purpose of the Center for Instructional Innovation is to
support faculty members as they reflect on ways that their
courses might impact student learning.  In that reflective space,
we want to inspire and empower faculty members as they create
remarkable, memorable learning experiences for our students.  In
fact, we believe that there can be a little bit of innovation present
in every learning environment of our university — and we want to
begin that introduction one course, one faculty, and one student at
a time.  In our collaborations, we are committed to doing this work
guided always by our university’s six core values:
 

1. Collegiality: We consider collaboration essential for the work we do. Together — and only
together — we can accomplish remarkable things.

2. Compassion: We serve our faculty and our students because we care for teaching and learning.
3. Excellence: We want only the best learning experiences for our faculty and students. We don’t

compromise on excellence.
4. Inclusivity: We believe that education should be accessible to all students.  As a diverse team in

skills and background, we always strive for fairness and equality through the work we do.
5. Integrity: We are responsive, helpful, and reliable. Always.
6. Leadership: We are professional and friendly in all our work relationships.

 
The following statements represent our emerging vision and mission statements:
 
VISION:
We partner with all faculty to bring inspiration and innovation to teaching and learning.
 
MISSION:
The Center for Instructional Innovation advances excellence in learning through collaboration with
faculty, staff, and students.  As a team with diverse talents, we are committed to a philosophy rooted
in experiential learning, technology-enhanced teaching, and best practices in instructional design. 
 
If you would like to work with us and create remarkable courses and learning experiences, please fill
out our project request form.
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AHEC in Action
The Georgia Statewide Area Health Education Centers (AHEC)
and the SOWEGA-AHEC (located in Albany, GA) hosted Special
Guests in the Albany AHEC Office & at the Georgia Farmworker
Health Projects (Valdosta & Moultrie).  These guests were invited
to see first hand what AHECs do in Georgia, and the tremendous
Farmworker projects we partner with in the southern parts of the
state. 
 
Pictured are: Elton Davis, Senate Budget and Evaluation Office,
Principal Program Analyst ; Michael Polacek, House Budget and
Research Office, Budget and Policy Analyst; Detra Brown, Georgia Statewide AHEC Network,
Director, Recruitment and Evaluation; Ashton Blackwood, Augusta University, Assistant Director,
Government Relations; Denise Kornegay, MSW, Georgia Statewide AHEC Network, Executive
Director; Laura Calhoun, MHA, SOWEGA-AHEC, Executive Director
Tara Boockholdt, House Budget and Research Office, Budget and Policy Analyst
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Pathway to Med School program finds its way to MCG
The Georgia Statewide Area Health Education Centers (AHEC)
network is based right here at MCG, and the Southwest Georgia
AHEC, which covers 38 counties like Echols and Coffee counties,
had 15 college students here for a tour as part of their Pathway to
Med School program.   This nationally honored program has a
serious – and MCG familiar – focus on primary care and rural health
care.  It helps interested students learn more about medical school
as it increases the likelihood they will gain entry and encourages
them to strongly consider a rewarding career practicing primary care
in an area of our state that needs them most.
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Reducing Health Disparities In A Vulnerable Population
The Greenblatt Library, in partnership with the Institute for Public
and Preventive Health (IPPH), is conducting a National Library of
Medicine Information Resource Grant to Reduce Health
Disparities.  The 3-year, $300,000 grant titled “Promoting Health
Literacy and Improved Self-Care Management of Incarcerated
Populations Using Secure Tablet Technology,” focuses on
providing health education content to incarcerated persons
through tablet computers deployed in corrections facilities located
in several states, including Georgia.  Project leaders have
partnered with Edovo, a Chicago based company that developed the tablets:
http://www.edovo.com/.  The incarcerated population was selected for the grant project due to the
high level of health disparities they experience.  People in corrections facilities experience higher
rates of HIV, hepatitis C, tuberculosis, diabetes, asthma and high blood pressure than the general
population.  Once released, justice-involved people have been found to die at 12 times the rate of
the general population.  Incarcerated people also suffer higher rates of mental health and substance
use disorders than other vulnerable high risk populations.
 
The grant has four specific aims: Perform an assessment to discover the unique health information
needs of this population; deliver health education modules via the Edovo tablets at ten participating
corrections sites; measure the impact of the health education modules; follow a sample of justice-
involved individuals for 6 months after they are released from incarceration to collect post-release
outcomes.  To date, the information needs assessment has been completed, over 1600 individuals
have accessed the education modules and many are completing pre-and post-intervention
questionnaires, also through the tablets.  There is capability to send reminder messages to inmates
who have not accessed the content, or who have begun viewing the modules but have not
completed the questionnaires.  Currently, the most viewed topics include Preventive Care, Sexual
Health and Wellness, and Health Insurance.  The grant concludes in September 2020. For
questions regarding the grant, please contact Gail Kouame – gkouame@augusta.edu, or Dr. Aaron
Johnson – jjohnson10@augusta.edu.
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Students Research at SRS
Augusta University students who have interned at the Savannah
River National Lab this summer had their research showcase on
July 24th.
Picture features on right, Courtney Morrison, Physics major at AU
with Samantha Shore, Career Services on the left.
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Whats Happening in Student Success?
Orientation and new students are the words of the summer for our
group!  We are all participating in the Jaguar Market to welcome
new students to campus.  Advisors register students in advance
of their attendance at orientation and address them and their
guests in UNIV 1102 where they outline the advisement process
and answer general questions, followed by special walk in ours in
the Advisement Center for individual assistance.  The Student
Retention manager coordinates the registration process for all of
the incoming transfers not advised in the Advisement Center,
working closely with the academic departments to determine
appropriate first term classes for them.  The Academic Success Center hosts the students for a
lunch session as well as leads breakout sessions on all of the support services they have for
students, including tutoring which begins August 19.  Once classes begin they will coordinate the
distribution of the Mindset Survey to new freshmen during the first three weeks of the term.  First
Year Experience is putting the finishing touches on Convocation, scheduled for August 13, to
officially welcome all new freshmen to campus in a very special ceremony at the Christenberry
Fieldhouse, as well as finalizing the programming schedule for first and second year students over
the course of the upcoming academic year.
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Connecting with New Students
Reese Library has been busy this summer hosting students for
the Freshman Orientation and Jaguar Market sessions.  During
the orientation sessions, new freshman, who will be starting at
Augusta University this fall, have been coming in to “Prowl the
Library” and participate in an interactive activity to learn about the
resources and services that will be available to them once they're
enrolled.  Library personnel are stationed prominently on each
floor of the library to discuss the amenities available on that floor
with the students and answer any questions they may have. 
Transfer and non-traditional students have been meeting library
representatives at the Jaguar Market to learn about library services and the resources they'll have
access to once they enroll.  The Library is participating in a total of 8 orientation sessions and 13
Jaguar Markets through the end of July.
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CURS student visits Princeton University
Brooklyn Zwinklis, a sophomore CURS Summer Scholar and
Honors Program student, spent almost two weeks visiting
collaborators at Princeton University with her research mentor Dr.
Ellen LeMosy of the Department of Cellular Biology and Anatomy. 
This AU team is working alongside Princeton scientists,
undergraduate, and graduate students to pool their efforts in the
examination of cilia that assist in heart and spinal cord
development.  The research trip included a research retreat, team
building, comparing experimental procedures, and a series of
research talks.  In addition to Brooklyn’s presenting her own work,
Dr. LeMosy says that “Brooklyn has been readily able to compare
notes, backgrounds, and research plans with graduate and
undergraduate students.”  A particularly strong outcome of the
collaborative trip, says Dr. LeMosy is that “we tested a new RNA
synthesis kit and made observations useful to both labs, and all three undergrads.”   A research trip
with her advisor to work alongside collaborators at Princeton is exactly the kind of engaged learning
that gives our students an extra edge in the pursuit of further studies.
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Honors Program welcomes largest class
The honors program will welcome its largest ever new class for
fall 2019.  As of July 11, we have registered 128 new students for
honors classes.  Our new freshmen average a high school GPA of
3.81 and a freshman index of nearly 3100.  The program projects
to have 310 honors students enrolled in the fall, the largest in its
23-year history.
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International Education Week
Sponsor an event for International Education Week
 
The Study Abroad office is in the process of scheduling events
that would be part of International Education Week 2019
(November 4- 8th).
 
What is International Education Week?
“International Education Week is an opportunity to celebrate the benefits of international education
and exchange worldwide.  This joint initiative of the U.S. Department of State and the U.S.
Department of Education is part of our efforts to promote programs that prepare Americans for a
global environment and attract future leaders from abroad to study, learn, and exchange
experiences in the United States.”
 
If your department would like to sponsor an event during this week, please contact the study abroad
office for inclusion on the poster and other promotional materials by September 1.  Please consider
this as an opportunity to promote an event that your department may typically organize with
an international focus.
 
For more information, contact Maria Darley, Director of Study Abroad, at 706-729-2306 or
mdarley@augusta.edu.  The events will be solidified by mid-September so that work on the
promotional materials can begin.
 
To get more ideas and to see a list of events from 2018, visit our website. 
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Dream Jobs Redefined

 
 
Back by popular demand, Mitch Mathews is returning to campus to kick off fall term with his keynote message “Dream Jobs Redefined.”  His dynamic message
will focus on his interviews with over 200 professionals in a variety of career paths who have secured their best fit for careers.  Learn how you need to embark on
your career and academic planning with their insights in mind as you seek to make a purposeful choice and plan at Augusta University. Students, faculty and staff
welcome to attend.

Tuesday, August 27 at 7pm in the JSAC Ballroom, Sponsored by Career Services and the Student Activities Fee
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Want to work at Augusta National for Masters Week 2020
Interested in working a hospitality or security position at Augusta
National for Masters Week 2020?  Attend this specific information
session, exclusively for Augusta University students, faculty and
staff.  Details about the types of hiring needs will be shared, along
with the specific online application window for AU students and
personnel that will open very soon after this program.
 
Monday, September 23 | JSAC Ballroom, Summerville
campus | 1pm and 4pm information sessions
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Professional Community Education Upcoming Events
Visit PaCE to view the new Professional & Community Education
opportunities coming up in areas like Healthcare, Professional
Training & Certificate Programs, Community and Leisure, Youth
Programs and Cybersecurity.
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